
ben/bon (good)
origin: Latin 
bene (‘beh-neh’) = well/ bonus (‘bonn-uss’) = good

bonanza
‘bon-ann-zah’ 
When good luck or wealth happen 
suddenly for someone

benefit
‘ben-e-fit’ 
Something that makes life better for a 
person

bonbon 
‘bon-bon’ 
A type of sweet or candy
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Complete the words with the root ben or bon to match the definition.

ben 
bon

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________
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_ _ _ _ _ _ 
a type of sweet or candy

_ _ _ _ efit 
something that makes life 

better for a person

_ _ _  anza 
when good luck or wealth 

happen suddenly for 
someone

_ _ _ ediction 
wishing good upon a person, such as 

a blessing or a prayer

_ _ _  efactor 
someone who does something good for someone else

_ _ _ us 
something good given in 

addition to something else

_ _ _ jour 
the French for ‘hello’ or ‘good day’

_ _ _ _ volent 
kindly, wishing well 
toward someone



Match each word containing the root ben or bon to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

debonaire

bonus

benefit

bonanza

benevolent

something that makes life 
better for a person

kindly, wishing well toward 
someone

charming and stylish

something good given in 
addition to something else

someone who does 
something good for someone 

else

when good luck or wealth 
happen suddenly for 

someone
benefactor

ben 
bon
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Chose the best word below that uses the root ben or bon to 
complete these sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________
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Cleaning your teeth regularly is  

_______________ to dental health.

Ooh Mo! You look so ____________________ 

in your new suit!

bene
ficial bonbons

No homework this weekend? What a  

__________________ !

benevolentbonus

Pass me one of those strawberry 

_______________ - they look delicious!

debo
naire

ben 
bon
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I’m not feeling particularly  ____________________ 

to Fluffy after he chewed my new curtains.



In each box, write a word that uses the root ben or bon. Then draw 
a picture to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

ben 
bon
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root ben 
or bon. After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. 
The first player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

_ _ _  efit _ _ _ ediction

_ _ _ us

de _ _ _  aire

_ _ _ anza

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ eficent

_ _ _ efactor _ _ _ eficial

ben 
bon
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